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Editor: Mike Fisher

Tuesday 10th June 2014 at 7.45 p.m.

“Worcestershire Murders & Retribution”
by Don

Cochrane

Murder and Punishment in the 18th and 19th Centuries including
the murder of Mary Ann Staight in Walford (Pershore).
***************

At times of stress we can all make mistakes

There was a mistake made when typing out this most important death
certificate which was corrected in pencil..........................

The most well known address in the USA was typed in as
600 Pennsylvania Avenue when it should be 1600. The 1 was added in
pencil later.
So when people are under stress as the informant is when registering a
death of the registrar when registering an important event mistakes can be
made.
*****************************

The problem with online trees is that over the years I have too many.
Genesconnected/united 2003
Tribalpages 2004
Ancestry 2006
Family Tree forum 2009
Find my past 2010
Family Search 2012/3
????
So how do I keep these up to date and what happens to those I don't
update ? What happens to sites that hide data for living people by saying if
they are living if they were born less than 100 years ago. I uploaded data
for these people, will the trees be updated to reveal their information when
they reach 100 ? If not how does my research on them get on-line when I
am unable to update it.
***********************
Next meeting Tuesday 9th September 2014
“The Cadbury Story” by Alan Thornton
Two of the most unlikely business men came to Birmingham and created a world
famous company, Cadbury’s. They were motivated by what they saw in the back to
back slums in Birmingham. George Cadbury states, no man should live or work
where roses cannot grow. This statement is on the wall of his office and George wore
a button hole to remind him of those slum conditions in Birmingham.
Have a good summer

Regards
Mike Fisher

